TRAINING TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Terms and Conditions
for the participants
of the New Shores - a Game for Democracytraining
as part of the project:
Nauru Game - for Active Citizenship of Europe.

§1
Introductory information
1. The Nauru Game - for Active Citizenship of Europe project is implemented by the
Centre for Systems Solutions Association (hereinafter referred to as CRS) in
partnership with Rogers Foundation for Person-Centered Education (hereinafter
referred to as RFPCE) and TANDEM, n.o. (hereinafter referred to as TM).
2. When the following Terms and Conditions document refers to:
a. the project - it means all the activities jointly called Nauru Game - for
Active Citizenship of Europe;
b. the training - it means a 6-hour workshop for educators, aimed at
equipping them with knowledge and skills to conduct a workshop using the
online game New Shores - a Game for Democracy;
c. CRS - it means the project's organizer, namely The Centre for Systems
Solutions Association;
d. RFPCE - it means the project's organizer, namely, Rogers Foundation for
Person-Centered Education;
e. TM - it means the project's organizer, namely TANDEM, n.o.;
f. the organizers - it means all the above project's organizers, that is the
Centre for Systems Solutions Association, Rogers Foundation for
Person-Centered Education and TANDEM, n.o.;
g. the participant - it means any natural person declaring the willingness to
participate in the training and in the project;
h. the training - it means all the educational and information activities carried
out by the CRS as part of the training for educators;
i. the game - it means an online game used in the project.
3. The training will be carried out by professional trainers:
a. Damian Dec,
b. Władysława Zołoto,
c. Aleksandra Solińska.
4. The training will be conducted for 20 participants.
5. The training will take place on October 6, 2018 from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm at
Infopunkt Nadodrze, Łokietka 5/1, Wrocław
6. The participation in the training is free of charge.
§2
Obligations of the Organizers
1. The organizers provides (without any charge) the following benefits:
a. the training referred to in paragraph 1, subparagraphs 3-6 of this Terms
and Conditions document;

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

a training room;
catering during the lunch break;
training materials;
the training completion certificate;
innovative tools and educational materials (free access to the game and
e-learning platform, where the accompanying materials are available for
downloading, including the e-learning course for moderators, workshop
scenario and methodological guide).
2. To receive the certificate referred to in subparagraph 1, point e, the participant is
obliged to take part in the whole training referred to in paragraph 1,
subparagraphs 3-6 of this Terms and Conditions document, and to declare
willingness to fulfill the obligations determined in paragraph 3.
3.
§3
Obligations of the participant
1. Participation in the training referred to in paragraph 1, subparagraphs 3-6 of this
Terms and Conditions document.
2. By November 30, 2018, the participant is obliged to
a. register an account on the Edmodo platform and join (as a teacher) the
Polish-language New Shores - a Game for Democracy class. The
instructions for registering an account on the platform can be found on the
project website:www.newshores.crs.org.pl
b. to conduct a New Shores workshop based on the available workshop
scenario for twenty (20) participants aged between 13 and 30, and
conduct a questionnaire (embedded into the game) before and after the
game for all 20 participants. After the game, the participant is obliged to
click the "add to archive" button.

§4
Registration for the training
1. Every person willing to participate in the training is required to complete the
registration
form,
which
can
be
found on the project website;
www.newshores.crs.org.pl
2. The registration form, referred to in paragraph 1, contains the following fields, the
fulfillment of which is obligatory:
a. Name and surname;
b. E-mail address;
c. Phone number;
d. City of residence;
e. Place of employment (name of the institution);
f. Why do you want to take part in the training?
g. Acknowledgment of the Terms and Conditions.
h. Consent to the processing of personal data in accordance with the
Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the

3.
4.

5.
6.

processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and
repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).
i. Consent to use his/her image for purposes related to the statutory
activities of the Association and in accordance with Art. 81. the Copyright
and Related Rights Act of 4 February 1994 (Journal of Laws of 2017, item
60).
The participant qualified for the training will receive a notification via email.
On the day of the training, the participant will be obliged to sign a list of
attendance and a declaration which will determine the participant's obligations
referred to in paragraph 3 of this Terms and Conditions document.
The declaration is available at:http://newshores.crs.org.pl/.
The training will be conducted for 20 participants. Applications will be processed
in the order in which they arrived. The expected deadline for registration is on
October 3, 2018, at midnight.

§5
Final Provisions
1. The Training Terms and Conditions enter into force on September 5, 2018.
2. The organizers reserve the right to change the content of the Training Terms and
Conditions.
3. Any changes to the Training Terms and Conditions require written form and will
be introduced by annexing the document.

